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Efficient weapon threat assignment reflects military proficiency and requires prompt decision while
managing the available resources. An important problem which commanders/decision makers face is to
optimally utilize the resources in complex and time constraints situations. Several solutions have been
proposed in the literature. In this paper, an innovative approach is proposed for threat evaluation and
weapon assignment (TEWA) by following 3-dimensional stable marriage algorithm (3-D SMA). This
proposed model incorporates new parameters and constraints i.e. supply chain, inventory of resources and
multiple threats-weapons assignments that outperforms the previous techniques. This suggested model is
based on threat perception followed by an integration of parametric based automatic threat evaluation
technique for further weapon scheduling and assignment problem keeping in view that the threat with
greater threat index has higher priority to be intercepted and weapons’ kill probability. The experimental
section shows that our proposed approach has greatly improved in comparison with other approaches. The
results showed that the threat neutralization is improved up to 25% reducing the usage of ammunition till
31.1%. The damage of assets abridged to 28.5% in comparison with existing approaches. The proposed
approach elucidates that TEWA is an efficient real-time threat perception and optimal multi-threat
scheduling problem at weapons’ resolution. It is a three-stage process, where the first stage perceives the
threat, the second stage works on threat evaluation and the final stage focuses on weapon scheduling and
assignment problem. The addition of new parameters and constraints in the new proposed model makes it a
unique approach in which more accurate results, in neutralizing the threats, are obtained with less use of
ammunition and damage of assets that makes TEWA more effective and efficient tool for optimum decision
making in time critical situations.
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List of symbols
VAj Set of vulnerable assets

e Total number of vulnerable assets

Tn Set of threats

F Total number of threats

u Weight assigned to parameters

v Weight assigned to parameters

kp Kill probability

T(d) Distance of threat from asset

T(ht) Height of threat

T(h) Heading vector of threat

T(m) Maneuvering of threat

T(f) Threat formation

T(l) Threat lethality

Tv Threshold value

ATi Approaching time of a specific threat

Vi Velocity of approaching threat

II Intent index of a threat

CI Capability index of a threat

Wk Set of weapons

m Total number of weapons

Qs Set of maximum suitable available weapons

TI(i) Threat index value of threat i

DW Deployed weapons

WS Scheduling of weapons

ME Multiple engagements of weapons

MWA Multiple weapon assignment of weapons

Ld Load on deployed weapons

LT Threshold of a weapon

Dt Least possible time required to engage successive

threats

rlt Reload time (weapon)
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stb Stabilization time (weapon)

mov Time entails to move from one threat POE to another

threats POE

WIC Weapon/ammunition in inventory check

1. Introduction

Strategic cognitive decision making is considered one of the

most crucial activities in real time environment of military

defense. The constraints associated with the assessment and

evaluation of threats to come up with optimum solution, exist

within the framework of available resources, technological

advancement and impending uncertainties (Azimirad and

Haddadnia, 2015; Erlandsson and Niklasson, 2014). To

suggest an appropriate approach, many researchers have

studied threat assessment (Azimirad and Haddadnia, 2015;

Wu and Ye, 2014; Riveiro et al, 2014; Dongfeng et al, 2012;

Oxenham, 2003; Nguyen, 2002; Liebhaber and Feher, 2002;

Roy et al, 2002), however, the decision making while

assessing the aerial threat and assigning the most effective

weapon is still an open issue.

Threat evaluation and weapon assignment (TEWA) is an

intricate system whose verdicts are based on numerous factors

and cannot be demarcated as a separate model; they are

interwoven with each other. TEWA occupies core components

of an Air Defense (AD) system (Riveiro et al, 2014). Manual

Threat Evaluation (TE) is always challenging especially in

serious situations (Riveiro et al, 2013). In even semi-

automated mode, operators’ input is used in computerized

decision support system (Roux and Vuuren, 2007). Most of the

time, there are critical instances where rapid decisions are

required for effective neutralization of threats and protection

of vulnerable areas or vulnerable points (VA/VPs) (Barkdoll

et al, 2002), which makes the task of operators extremely

important primarily because efficient weapon selection highly

depends upon observer’s input (Allouche, 2005). In these

decisive situations, inevitably momentous pressure develops

on the mind of observer that may disturb the TE process. A

misclassification may result in jeopardizing the whole system.

Realizing this, many countries are now working on their Net

Centric Programs and with much emphasis on AD system.

Most of the net centric AD systems work on automated or

semi-automated TEWA systems. Manual TEWA cannot

deliver optimality because of numerous factors that come into

play with respect to the observer. These factors are comprised

of information, inadequate awareness, state of mind, visibility

and human error etc. As a result, in real circumstances, defense

system failed to produce optimal effectiveness (Beare, 1987;

Nguyen et al, 1997; Kirby and Capey, 1997). On one side, it

causes loss of expensive ammunitions and on the other, it fails

to protect the VA/VPs which appears to be an important

constraint of TEWA in real-time decision making process

(Dongfeng et al, 2012).

Most of the solutions to TEWA use static or 2-dimensional

(2-D) approaches, neglecting few important parameters. In

this paper we presented an efficient TEWA model paring

real-time threat perception (TP) and threat-weapon to cater

many-to-many relationship keeping in mind that TEWA in

AD is a 3-dimensional (3-D) problem. Our proposed solution

uses a variant of stable marriage algorithm (SMA). It

includes knowledge-base to support identification of threat

intent and capability along with weapon assignment (WA) in

time-critical situations. The section II of this paper is an

overview of TEWA and SMA. The proposed TP and WA

model is defined in Section III. Section IV describes

experimental setup, results and comparison with an existing

approach.

2. TEWA and previous approaches

TEWA is a multifaceted system. Its foremost objective is to

proficiently evaluate threat and then assign weapon under-

standing the intent, objectives and capacities of the enemy’s

attack (Hausken and Zhuang, 2012). It is used for optimiza-

tion of available resources. There are two phases of this

dynamic system with complex and ever-changing environ-

ment. First phase is threat perception, evaluation and

prioritization of threats. TE is a stimulating task that

comprised of multiple parameters and processes (Govindan

et al, 2015; Sahin and Leblebicioglu, 2014). These param-

eters are measured to provide threat indexing for combat

concept (Azimirad and Haddadnia, 2015). TE is a key phase

of TEWA. It can be made more effective by using multiple

weighting utility function. The different weights can be

assigned to different characteristics depending on the func-

tion of range from threat to a VA/VP (Truter, 2016).

Ascertaining an erroneous threat would cause system failure

like many years ago, 1980, a misclassification of non-threat

as a threat caused a shoot down of an Iranian commercial

airline (Liebhaber and Feher, 2002).

The threat of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD i.e.,

biological, chemical, radiological, high explosive and nuclear

weapon) is an urgent and important threat for any country

(Sahoo, 2016). The effect of attacks especially WMD can be

mitigated with early preparation and disrupting the sabotage

supply chain. The supply chain is an important factor in
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optimization problem of threats and defender game. Further-

more, the decision of subsidization depends on the preparation

and attacking cost (Shan and Zhuang, 2014). The counter-

measures can increase the cost-effectiveness and decrease the

loss to the defender (Paulson et al, 2016). The threats are

arranged based on threat index (TI). In most of the previous

work, threats are evaluated based on intent and capability. The

former refers to the willingness to hit VA/VPs while later

states the ability of threat to cause damage. Both capability and

intent models have their implications (Paradis et al, 2005), but

combining both models can give an effective TE model, i.e.

opportunity model (Naeem and Masood, 2010). The sequential

game is another an effective technique for complete and

incomplete information model for threats with inclusion of

sensitivities of equilibria as a function combining the threat

and defender’s optimization problem. Although, it maximizes

the expected utility, but the functional forms in this technique

are simplistic and requires to add more complex function (He

and Zhuang, 2012). The sequential game technique is applied

on WMD attacks assuming the perfect and complete informa-

tion encompassing the attacking cost analysis. It has been

observed that the preparation cost is higher for WMD attack as

compared to regular attack (Shan and Zhuang, 2014).

In calculation of TI, many factors are used. Threat

stabilization is one of the significant factor associated with

maneuvering situations (Allouche, 2005). This methodology is

based on Kohonen’s self-organizing maps. When the threat is

maneuvering, it converts extremely difficult to envisage threat

destination (Erlandsson and Niklasson, 2013; Phillips-Wren

et al, 2009). There are different techniques used for TI like

Bayesian networks and fuzzy logic (Mardani et al, 2015; Liao,

2000). Bayesian network approach uses the mathematical

foundation and have more accurate values in uncertainties

(French, 2015; Johnston et al, 2006; Cavalcante et al, 2010) but

demand more development time as compared to fuzzy logic.

TE can be calculated effectively using a fuzzy rule-based

inference method. Fuzzy inference is considered an appropriate

method integration of various threat characteristics and quan-

tifying level of threat (Choi et al, 2016). In fuzzy logic,

uncertainty is difficult to handle (Lozano et al, 2015). The

hybrid approach is more effective in optimality (Johansson and

Falkman 2008a, b). The game-theory is one of the techniques

that helps in solving complex problem with existence of

uncertainties, short reaction time and huge amount of data

(Shan and Zhuang, 2013). The optimal resource allocation can

be done with the combination of game-theory with multi-

attribute utility model depending on the information about

threat and weapon. This model assumes that attacker has all the

information of defender’s resource allocation (Paulson et al,

2016) while in real-time environment, it is not necessary in all

cases that the attacker has the detail facts of defender’s

resources (Hausken and Zhuang, 2012).

The cost is not limited to only monetary terms when security

is a perilous factor (Li et al, 2012; Yildirim et al, 2009; Masud

et al, 1995). The cost-effective results are always desirous in

every field. The objective of any country is to maximize the

security of assets with minimization of cost. When the

defenders are uncertain about the accurate information of

attacks, the optimal defense may deviate from optimal value

(He and Zhuang, 2012). The unit attack cost and unit defense

costs are important parameters to consider in security. The

dynamics of assets’ valuation results in repeated attacks and

the unit attack cost gradually decreases in repeated attacks

(Hausken and Zhuang, 2012). The optimal solution can be

achieved using objective function considering the budget and

neuroscientific constraints (Onay, 2016).

Once threats are prioritized based on their TI values, they

need to be neutralized with assignment of best available

weapon. This come in the second phase of TEWA. WA is a

complex process encompassing many related parameters. WA

problem uniquely pairs the intent and capability aspects of

threat while seeking minimization of survival probability of

threats (Truter, 2016). Considering the complexity of WA

problem and keeping in view its constraints, commanders are

facilitated with fuzzy decision making to make quick and

effective decisions (Liebhaber and Feher, 2002). TE facilitates

the process of weapon assignment with intelligence sensor

support system (Azimirad and Haddadnia, 2015; Erlandsson

and Niklasson, 2013). Considering TEWA a complex real-

time system with uncertainties and constraints, there are

different approaches being used for WA problem. A weapon

system (WS) has n number of weapons of different types with

their own elevation angle, lethality index, rate of fire, priority

and field of fire etc. (Beare, 1987). The weapon is assigned to

threat based on the above mentioned parameters.

The objective function use for WA process is dependent on

the defense strategy the commander wants to adopt. In most of

the cases, the commander wants to minimize the survival value

of threats with minimization function and maximize the

survival value of VA/VPs (Karasakal, 2008; Smith et al, 2001)

with maximization function. The contest success function is

used for the defender-attacker move considering the cost and

time parameters to find the optimal solution. The repeated

attacks drain the resources which results in increasing the unit

attack cost (Hausken and Zhuang, 2012). Most of the time, two

types of approaches are considered: preferential defense

strategy and subtractive defense strategy. In preferential

strategy, the model aims to destroy all the threats with high

probability, enough ammunition and minimum damage to

assets (Hossein and Athans, 1990). It seems infeasible from

ammunition perspective. The subtractive defense strategy is

inversely proportional to the number of threats targeting to

VA/VPs. The hybrid of both these strategy is more suitable in

TEWA systems (Naeem and Masood, 2010).

The pairing of threat and weapon can be done with different

approaches. One of the model consists of pre-processing

algorithm and reward-based mixed integer programming

information was developed to use. Although this algorithm

matches the threats with weapons based on profiles and

capabilities, but this model is not quicker enough to produce
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efficient responses in multiple assignments in real-time

environment (Laird, 2016). SMA is one of the effective

approach that may find a best match between threat and

weapon. This approach is based on matching between men and

women for stable marriage, based on preference list. Many-to

many SMA has more variations because it allows both men

and women to have quota (Iwama, 2008). This approach is

effective in dynamic systems. Although TEWA can be static

or dynamic both, but with no doubt, dynamic TEWA is more

effective as well as difficult to design and implement.

Because, dynamic system facilitates the multiple engagements

that is crucial in time-constraints environments (Hosein et al,

1988). Applying the approach of Many-to-many SMA on

TEWA seems to provide remarkable results. Although, SMA

has been applied on TEWA system but considering the 2-D

parameters (Naeem and Masood, 2010). While, aerial TEWA

is a 3-D problem and cannot be effectively solved with 2-D

parameters.

Although many researchers have been working on improv-

ing TEWA systems, but with technological advancements, the

need of improvement in the existing system is always there.

Here we find a need to propose a 3-D SMA for effective

TEWA system incorporating some missing constraints and

parameters along with supply and inventory of weapons in

TEWA system. In the next section, we propose an innovative

approach for development of an effective and efficient TEWA

system in AD.

3. Proposed approach

The proposed solution to TEWA problem is a three phase

process. In first phase, threats are perceived. In second

phase, threats are evaluated and a TI is calculated for each

threat based on TE and VA/VPs. The 3-D many-to-many

SMA is used for pairing threats with VA/VPs. In third

phase, WA is performed using dynamic weapon scheduling

and paired with threats again using 3-D many-to-many SMA

approach. In this proposed approach, few new parameters

and constraints have been added those were missing in the

previous studies. The parameters of 3-D interaction of

threats and weapon selection incorporating inventory and

supply chain of resources are added. The constraints of

weapon selection and assignment encompassing multi-threat

mapping with multi-weapon assignment are also mentioned

in new approach. The addition of these new constraints and

parameters make this approach an innovative one that

produces more effective and efficient results in comparison

with previous approaches.

Before going into the details of proposed solution, here we

comprehend all the significant parameters that contribute in

making decision using TEWA system (as shown in Table 1).

Threats identification grounds on numerous parameters, which

are comprised of threat height, speed, capability, radar cross-

section, approach to vulnerable points/assets, maneuvering

dive angle and etcetera. Utilizing vast number of parameters

results in high precision outcomes of threat perception and

evaluation. For correct TP, it is imperative to have an effective

intelligent model originating from a knowledge-base which is

actually an intelligent system that provides input for decision

making. TI is calculated on the basis of threat identification. TI

provides information for the purpose of ranking threats from

most threatening to least one (Azimirad and Haddadnia, 2015;

Tanergüçlü et al, 2012). In the present work, we have extended

the process of TI calculation to several other factors to make

the results more precise, accurate and comprehensive. These

factors include threat formation, distance to nearest VA/VP,

speed, threat capability/lethality, holding missiles, missile

ranges, height, threat’s profile and maneuvering capability (as

shown in Table 1).

3.1. Threat perception

TP is certainly a multi-layer process model (Figure 1). It is

used to assimilate TP component with other real-time appli-

cations. The Interface Module (IM) is used to facilitate

interoperability amongst different modules. IM is specifically

helpful in cross language/platform communication. IM per-

formances as a conduit between Central Processing Module

Table 1 Critical parameters used for TEWA

TEWA stages Parameters

Threat
perception

Height
Speed
Radar cross-section
Dive angle
Maneuvering capability
Attack approach
Thermal images
Heat signature

Threat index Distance from vulnerable points
Speed
Height
Altitude
Heading
Formation
Maneuver
Type
Carrying weapons
Threat lethality from knowledgebase

Weapon
selection

Profile match to threat type
Capability
Kill probability
Range to neutralize threat
Quantity in inventory
Supply from depot (in warfare situations)

Weapon
assignment

Weapon is assigned to a threat based on TI
Weapon is assigned first to a threat with highest

TI (when threat is more than one)
Weapon with highest kill probability is assigned

first
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(CPM) and real-time applications. CPM is built using data

mining algorithm for constructing the classification tree. The

knowledge-base is directly linked with CPM module to

support in classification tree. The threat cataloging is virtu-

ously based on various parameters; among them radar cross

section is one of the exceptionally important features. Radar

cross section returns the size of cross section that is an

indication of the material, relative size and incident angle of

the target aircraft. This feature is especially used to generally

categorize threat types i.e. Fighter, Transporter, Helicopter and

etc. Radar cross section is a grouping of raw data and errors;

threat maneuvering situations is exceedingly difficult to

acquire an accurate radar cross section. Heat signature is

another important factor to consider in threat information

processing. Based on several other factors we developed a

confidence level which indicates the level of trust on our TP

model (Figure 1).

The confidence factor is a function of several parameters as

listed here:

CF (Flight Plans, Heat Signature, Ceiling, Cross Section,

Thermal Images, Speed).

Depending on the availability of sensor data, not all these

factors may be available. The algorithm intelligently uses the

available information in computing the TI.

It is observed the threat varies their height and speed

especially in war situation. To cater this concern, a set of

ranges are defined for classification based on fuzzy logic.

3.2. Threat evaluation

In our proposed TE strategy, we assume TP from different

locations (radars/sensors). Once the information is provided, it

is fused to create an amalgamated picture. Threat circumstan-

tial information is used to measure distance of threat from all

nearby approachable VA/VPs. These VA/VPs are chosen

based on certain angle drawn from threat’s heading.

The aim of TE is to evaluate threats on their capability and

intent parameters and assign threats to VA/VPs that has

Deployed Weapons (DW) to neutralize threats with maximum

kill probability (kp). Mathematically, the threats should be

matched with VA/VPs.

VA ¼ va1; va2; va3; . . .; vaef g
where e ¼ total number of vulnerable Assets

and T ¼ t1; t2; t3; . . .; tf
� �

where f ¼ total number of threats

The constraint applied to this pairing is:

Xe

g¼1

Assignedg;h

� �
¼ 1: where h 2 f ; f ¼ f1,2; . . .;Fg:

ð1Þ

The TI is calculated using the distance of a specific threat

from targeted asset, its height, speed, heading, maneuvering,

formation and lethality.

TI ið Þ¼ p� T dð ÞþT htð ÞþT hð ÞþT mð ÞþT fð Þð Þþq� T lð Þð Þf g
ð2Þ

Mathematical calculation of TI is based on the calculation of

entry and exit points of threats in VA/VPs territory. The entry

points show the possible points, a threat is expected to enter

and exit points of threats to leave the territory.

This problem is dynamic and of 3-D nature. We need to

make calculations for the aerial threats. In such circumstances,

the territory of VA/VPs is represented with a sphere and a

threat with straight line. Using sphere line intercept, points of

threats intercept with VA/VPs circumference can be calculated

as well.

x� x0ð Þ2þ y� y0ð Þ2þ z� z0ð Þ2¼ r2 ð3Þ

where C x0; y0; z0ð Þ is center of sphere representing VA/VPs

and r = radius of sphere.

Equations of straight line, representing threat, are:

x� x1

l
¼ y� y1

m
¼ z� z1

n
¼ t

where t is the parameter.

or x ¼ x1 þ lt; y ¼ y1 þ mt; z ¼ z1 þ nt ð4Þ

l, m, n are direction cosines of straight line.

l ¼ cos a; m ¼ cosb; n ¼ cos c

where a, b, c are direction angles representing threat’s

direction

and cos2 aþ cos2 bþ cos2 c ¼ 1

or l2 þ m2 þ n2 ¼ 1

Substituting (4) in (3)

x1 þ lt � x0ð Þ2þ y1 þ mt � y0ð Þ2þ z1 þ nt � z0ð Þ2¼ r2 ð5Þ

Interfacing Module

Central Processing Module

Threat Knowledge

Decision Trees

Threat Information
Input

Figure 1 Threat perception model.
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The values of t (for threats) are given by the quadratic

formula:

t ¼ �b�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2 � 4ac

p

2a
ð6Þ

where a ¼ 1; b ¼ 2ðx1l� x0lþ y1m� y0mþ z1n� z0n;

c ¼ x1 � x0ð Þ2þ y1 � y0ð Þ2þ z1 � z0ð Þ2�r2

Putting values of t in Eq. (4), we get points of intersection,

i.e. entry and exit points of a threat tk for a specific vulnerable

asset. The entry point is the alert that provides the information

about threat and the exit point is the last chance to neutralize

the threat.

With values of t, other parameters like distance of threat and

its approaching time (AT) can be calculated with simple

formula of time, distance and speed.

ATi ¼
Ti dð Þ½ �2

Vi

ð7Þ

Threat lethality is calculated based on its profile and kp. The

kp shows the success probability of threat neutralization.

The numerator presents distance of threat from VA/VPs and

denominator shows the threat’s speed. The threat with lesser

ATi will be given higher intent value and final calculated TI

will be greater using parametric equation. The threats are

prioritized on the basis of their final TI.

Our proposed approach focuses on making the solution

more robust and accurate by increasing the probabilities of

success. kp is an important factor of success. Initial kp is

calculated for all type of possible threats exist in database. kp

shows the probability of achieving success in neutralizing

threat when approaching to a particular VA/VPs. The kp is

calculated using the intent and capability parameters of a

threat. p and q are the weights assigned to threat parameters.

The probability varies with changing the load on VA/VPs.

kp ¼ 1 � p� II þ q� CIð Þ ð8Þ

3.3. Weapon selection and assignment

The basic objective of WA is efficient utilization of

ammunitions especially when multiple threats are moving

toward the same asset. Weapon selection and assignment is a

three-stage process. In the first step of WA phase, all

candidate weapons are selected by taking into account

current location and direction of threat. Reports have pointed

out that the WA is mostly considered as single criterion

decision problem (Lotter et al, 2013), however, in real terms

it appears to be multi-objective decision problem encom-

passing cost of assigning weapon system and amassed

survival probabilities of pragmatic threats. Once it is

finalized and threats are perceived, then decision is made

and weapon assignments are compiled.

Mathematically this problem is seen as a matching

constraint where the elements of weapon should be matched

with elements of threats.

W ¼ w1;w2;w3; . . .;wmf g;
where m is total number of weapons

T ¼ t1; t2; t3; . . .; tnf g;
where n is total number of threats ð9Þ
Subject to: m\n

Q ¼ q1; q2; q3; . . .; qq
� �

;

where q is maximum suitable available weapons

The matching of threats and weapons is subject to the

following constraint.

Xm

q¼1

Assignedp;q

� �
¼ 1 where p 2 n;

for n ¼ f1; 2; 3; . . .;Ng
ð10Þ

In this situation, at one time, a particular threat can be

engaged by only one weapon. But a threat queue can also be

made. If a threat is not successfully engaged, it is assigned to

other suitable weapon.

Each weapon has start angle, sweep angle, range and other

distinct parameters as shown in Table 1. The knowledge-base

of threat provides useful information about these parameters.

Here two aspects are given priority which include weapon’s kp

and threat’s TI. Both these aspects contribute equally in the

selection of weapons. The role of knowledge-base is to

determine weapon characteristics, its state and kp. However,

the weapon state comprehends information such as working

status, limitations and ammunition left. These parameters

define weapon selection. Once a best threat-weapon pair is

found; a proposal is sent to a selected weapon. At this stage

selected weapon calculates its point of engagement (POE) with

proposed threat. The weapons’ knowledge-base rigorously

employs weapon start, sweep angle and range for the calcu-

lation of POE. Next phase is to catch the best available aperture

for proposed threat. This mechanism is valuable in real warfare

situations; where multiple threats are impending in a formation.

The procedure of finding time slot is analogous to time division

multiplexing. If weapon is available during that POE time, it

accepts the recommended threat for engagement otherwise

threat is rescheduled on its next available niche. The next

engagement niche is determined using numerous parameters.

These parameters contain weapon ammunition left, stabiliza-

tion time (stb), time to move (mov) from threat POE to another

threat POE and reload time (rlt). The knowledge-base is used to

provide weapon characteristic.

Dt ¼ rlt þ stb þ mov ð11Þ

If the designated weapon is busy and there is no available slot.

Then the threat’s proposal is directed to next best nominated
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weapon. This procedure continues until the threat is assigned. In

this paper we are dealing with real warfare situation, where there

are no constraints on weapons in term of number of threats. Only

limitations is based on weapon physical system.

Weapon/ammunition qualification is also checked before

assignment based on the following constraints:

(a) Suitable weapon/ammunition is out of stock.

(b) Suitable weapon/ammunition is obsoleted.

(c) Suitable weapon/ammunition is less in number in

inventory.

Mathematically we expressed our weapon assignment

model using the following decision variables:

Ti[ defined threshold value (Tv)

Mij is the marriage parameter

Xijt is the threat i assigned to weapon j at the time slot t

We need to maximize

Xk

t¼0

Xm

j¼0

Xn

i¼0

TiMijXijt ð12Þ

The variables (in Eq. 12) are Ti, Mij and Xijt. The Ti is a threat

index value that is further based on multiple threshold value.

Based on these values, weapons are assigned to approaching

threat. The Mij is the variable that represents the marriage

parameter. It maps and suggests the best possible cross

matching of threat and weapon. It generates the alternatives

based on the values of Ti and kp of weapons. Xijt is the

assignment or decision variable that assigns the threat i to

weapon j at the time slot t considering the constraints of

inventory, supply chain and multiple engagements of weapons.

Maximization of number of weapons per threat and weapon

constraints in case a threat is missed by an assigned weapon.

XJ

j¼0

XT

t¼0

Xijt �Wj; 8j ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .;m ð13Þ

Multiple weapon assignment to the threat that has TI value

higher than the threshold value.

XJ

j¼0

XT

t¼0

Xijt �Mij; Ti [ Tv ð14Þ

A weapon to be assigned to one threat in one time slot.

Xm

i¼0

Xijt � 1; 8j ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; n ð15Þ

For making the model, more optimized and cost-effective,

some other constraints are also applied in terms of weapon’s

availability in inventory and its supply from closest depot.

XJ

j¼0

Xijt �Wj; 8j ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .;m� q ð16Þ

where q ? weapon not available.

Wi ¼ f TIið Þ þ f qdð Þ ð17Þ

Availability of suitable weapon/ammunition in inventory check

WIC ¼
q ¼ 0 if w=a is available in inventory

q ¼ m if w=a is not available in inventory

q\m check amount of available w=a

8
<

:

9
=

;

ð18Þ

Weapon to be assigned to the threat in one time slot

XJ

j¼0

Xijt � 1; 8t ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; p ð19Þ

where p is the total number of time slots.

W assigned slottð Þ ¼ 1 if slot is available

0 Otherwise

� �
ð20Þ

While scheduling a weapon (WS), it is mandatory for

weapon to accept the proposal.

WSi;j ¼
1 if proposali;j ¼ 1

0 Otherwise

�
ð21Þ

Moreover, multiple engagements can also be made on single

weapon as well as one threat is assigned to more than one

weapon to ensure threat neutralization. If one weapon fails in

engagement, then other weapon may succeed in neutralizing

the threat. For multiple engagements, more constraints are

added on DW and threats.

DWi [ Tj ð22Þ

If load on DW increases the specific threshold LT, multiple

engagement (ME) is difficult to obtain.

ME ¼ 1 if Ld�LT

0 Otherwise

�
ð23Þ

If a weapon is already assigned to threat, the status of

weapon will be locked.

Wj ¼
1 if not locked

0 Otherwise

�
ð24Þ

While measuring the load on DW, multiple weapon

assignment (MWA) is subject to:

MWA ¼ 1 if maximum assignment of DW�Ld of DW

0 Otherwise

�

ð25Þ
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The 3-D SMA checks the compatibility of weapons to

neutralize a particular threat and cross matches the threat with all

DW that can potentially engage that threat. Succeeding the

several parameters and constraints (as mentioned above), the kp

values obtained varies from 0 to 100% as shown in the given

matrix (Table 2). These values propose the threat-weapon

mapping based on the kp of weapons. For example, to neutralize

T1, there are 5 weapons deployed and the kill probability of

these weapons are given in Table 2. It is observed that to

neutralize T1, the best DW is W5 having 74% kp for T1. If W5 is

already engaged or having some other constraints (as mentioned

above), the other option to neutralize T1 is W3. Similar is the

case with other threats and weapons as shown in Table 2.

Moreover, the TI and kp values are calculated after every 10 s to

find the more accurate results. Therefore, these values keep on

changing until the mission is accomplished.

In our proposed algorithm, we find launch entry and exit

points of threat. In aerial threats, it is crucial to find launch

points because in general weapon do not follow the straight

path. Moreover, gravitational force and some other physical

phenomena make a projectile motion (Naeem and Masood,

2010). Therefore, it is important to consider relative motion of

a threat for successful neutralization. In such case, relative

velocity and time can be helpful in finding more accurate

decisions.

4. Testing, analysis and validation

4.1. Testing of proposed approach

To test our proposed approach, the modules were imple-

mented. The command and control view shows the informa-

tion of threats to commander and their approaching to

weapons’ range information to facilitate in decision making

by highlighting the points at which threats can be hit by

weapons. The problem is modelled as an assignment problem

with a set of constraints. The mere modelling of the problem as

a generalized assignment problem that can generate analytical

results for any defined scenario. The model is validated

through simulation. The values are computed using model and

the same are used for simulation. The problem for two

different scenarios is solved to get exact analytic results. These

results are fed to the simulation engine for running the

simulation. Therefore, in our case the analytical result are in

agreement with the simulation results.

In test scenarios, the real-time warfare situation is main-

tained by deploying weapons covering the VA/VPs. Tradi-

tionally there is a one-to-one assignment among threats and

weapons system as described in (Naeem et al, 2009).

Flexibility of the proposed algorithm is also considered by

creating many-to-many relationship model corresponding to

the situation in factual battlefield. Initially we DW system to

protect VA/VPs. Various combinations of weapons were

placed to find the optimum deployment strategy.

For testing the proposed approach in real warfare scenario,

the number of threats increased and MATLAB system allowed

work under dynamic load. For bringing optimization, WA

model was implemented as a separate server; which can

integrate to real-time applications through interfacing module.

Scenario 1 In this scenarios, it is assumed that there are four

threats, three defended assets and three DW. The TI

values for all approaching threats are observed increasing

with time except threat 1, its output type varies from low

to high and then again to low with TI [0.1362,…,0.2132].

Its values started decreasing after 30 s, because the threat

started moving in some other direction away from asset.

The output type of threat 2 is increasing from low to very

high with TI values [0.2134,…,0.9110]. Similarly the

output type of threat 3 is ranked from very low to low

[0.0021,…,0.3123]. The output type of threat 4 is ranked

from low to high with value [0.3214,…,0.6984] as shown

in Figure 2a. Considering the rule of prioritizing the

threats on the basis of their TI values (Dongfeng et al,

2012; Tanergüçlü et al, 2012), commander assigns the

weapon 1 to threat 2, the threat is hit by weapon at 35th

second. The weapon 2 is again assigned to threat 4 after

Dt because its kp is higher than other. The TI value of

threat 4 is higher than other threats, hence weapon is

Table 2 Values showing kp of weapons using 3-D SMA

W1 (%) W2 (%) W3 (%) W4 (%) W5 (%)

T1 50 51 63 54 74
T2 20 21 43 56 66
T3 76 9 15 59 89
T4 34 90 77 88 76
T5 12 8 53 93 69
T6 5 12 34 51 72
T7 78 10 47 18 12
T8 85 72 91 57 39
T9 73 31 47 69 88
T10 68 79 28 66 83
T11 57 96 41 75 13
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assigned to it. The threat 4 is neutralized around 45–48 s.

The threat 1 is not given due consideration, because it

started moving in different direction and its TI decreased.

Although threat 3 ranks risk to low, but even then, it is

neutralized and hit by weapon to avoid high risk after-

wards as shown in Figure 2b.

Scenario 2 The second scenario is more complex. It is

assumed that there are four threats, two defended assets

and four DW but it is observed that threats are appearing

in different time intervals that may change the priority for

threat neutralization, based on their TI values. The threat

1 is ranked from low to very high [0.2432, …, 0.7612],

threat 2 high to very high with variations

[0.7122, …, 0.8817], threat 3 very low to medium

[0.0121, …, 0.5123] and threat 4 medium to very high

[0.4389, …, 0.9710] as shown in Figure 3a. The threat 1

is appeared first, then threat 3 is appeared after 3 s. The

Figure 2 a TI of multiple approaching threats. b Threat neutralization by Weapon Assignment.
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commander assigned weapon to threats. The threat 3 is in

range of weapon, hence neutralized, while threat 1 is

escaped because of its high speed. At 7th second, the

threat 2 appears, its TI is higher than the other ones. But

its value started decreasing. Meanwhile threat 4 appears

and its value is increasing with time. The commander

assigns the weapon to threat 1 with highest TI. The threat

is hit by weapon. Then the weapon 2 is assigned to threat

4 because its TI is greater than threat 2, the weapon hits

threat 4 and then again reloaded after Dt and assigned to

threat 2, because its TI value is having variations and now

increasing. Around 55–58 s, all approaching threats are

neutralized with substantial decrease in their TI values

and mission is accomplished as shown in Figure 3b.

4.2. Analysis of proposed approach

The scenarios were generated to test the optimality of

implemented system. The simple SMA has already been

compared with greedy algorithm and it was found that SMA

algorithm produces more effective results as compared to

greedy algorithm. One of the significant reason for the failure

of greedy algorithm is that it focuses on minimum arrival time

Figure 3 a TI of multiple approaching threats. b Threat neutralization by Weapon Assignment.
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but does not consider the capability and intent parameters

(Naeem and Masood, 2010). Therefore, we used SMA for

comparison to our proposed system. The simple SMA uses the

parameters of 2-D system and lacks the inventory check

parameters in scheduling the weapons.

We perform testing of our system with various types of

attack patterns, uncertainties, threat maneuvering and com-

plexities were added. The complex situations were generated

by increasing number of threats and decreasing number of

deployed weapons. We perform comparison of previous

proposed 2-D SMA on TEWA (Naeem and Masood, 2010)

with our proposed 3-D SMA to measure its effectiveness. The

number of threats neutralized by these algorithms were

measured under the same circumstances and time frame. It

has been found that threat neutralization is improved to greater

extent i.e. 25% by using 3-D SMA in comparison with 2-D

Figure 4 a Threat neutralization comparison. b Ammunition used comparison.
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SMA (as shown in Figure 4a). Similarly, the amount of

ammunitions used for threat neutralization were also recorded

to compare and analyze the cost-effectiveness of the proposed

algorithm. It is observed that amount of ammunition used is

reduced to 31.1% in comparison with 2-D SMA because of

more accurate values and calculations found using 3-D SMA

(as shown in Figure 4b). If number of threats are increased,

then amount of ammunition used in neutralization is also

increased to manifold that may result in increase the cost of

defense as well as in wastage of ammunition. It extends the

statement that less amount of ammunition means reducing the

defense cost.

The assets are likely to damage in defending them. The

damage of assets was also calculated to validate the reliability

of our proposed algorithm in terms of cost-effectiveness. It has

been observed that the damage of assets is reduced to 28.5% as

compared to 2-D SMA approach. The damage measurement

was done based on capability index of threat, vulnerability

index of asset and number of DW in that specific area (Naeem

and Masood, 2010). One of the very problematic parameter,

maneuvering was tested up to 55% with our 3-D SMA while it

was measured 40% in previous study (Naeem and Masood,

2010). With 3-D calculations, the results were found more

accurate and precise in this aspect as well (as shown in

Figure 5). Although proposed approach is much similar to 2-D

SMA (Naeem and Masood, 2010), but 3-D parameters make it

more effective in terms of reliability, efficiency and cost (in

terms of ammunition usage and damage of assets) as well.

Although cost is not limited to only monetary terms when

security is perilous factor. If the system provides cost-effective

results, then it is more likely to adapt. Minimizing the defense

cost (He and Zhuang, 2012) and maximizing the country’s

defense always remained an important factor for any country.

In our proposed approach, the cost means number of damages

and ammunition usage in warfare. The cost of implementing

this strategy is negligible, because it is upgradation of a

system. Although, it may increase a little bit as compared to

existing approaches, but it will assist in reducing losses and

enhancing performance of the existing systems manifold with

the integration of weapon’s inventory and supply information

in decision making process.

The key feature of this paper is to study the existing systems

and propose a new approach augmenting the ability of the

defense forces to impact the enemy’s strategies. In practice,

the measurable factors determining the threat’s capability were

its height, distance, speed, altitude, heading, formation,

carrying weapons, lethality, radar-cross section, dive angle,

maneuvering, attack approach, thermal images and heat

signature in 2-D environment. While the weapon’s capability

was measured by its properties, range and kp. Weapon was

assigned on the basis of the information provided by these

parameters. Our proposed approach makes addition of new

parameters in the above mentioned information. The algorithm

is extended for 3-D model and points of intersection of the 3-D

target track with the semi sphere arc of fire of the weapon is

computed. Our model not only provides 3-D information of

threat’s capability, but also assists in appropriate weapon

selection and assignment using SMA. In this approach, a

strong mathematical model is presented with the addition of

new constraints that outperforms the previous approaches. In

weapon selection, the ignored parameters (in previous studies)

of inventory and supply are also encompassed to make TEWA

more effective and efficient by increasing performance of

threat neutralization with less ammunition and decreasing

losses of assets in warfare environment. The model incorpo-

rates the TI along with the cross matching marriage score for

optimization using SMA. It has been observed that the cost of

asset damages were increased in previous approaches because

the decision making process in TEWA lacks the few

significant parameters and constraints that have been added

in our approach. All of these properties of proposed 3-D SMA

makes it unique, effective and innovative because unnecessary

decision alternatives are automatically deleted that helps in

making decisions quicker. Furthermore, our model will guide

the government and defense forces to make their defense

strategies and policies more effective considering the param-

eters and constraints mentioned in this paper.

5. Conclusion and future research direction

TE is a significant component in military and non-military

applications. Miscalculations in threat assessment could lead

to unprecedented damages. TE not only helps in weapon

assignment, but it enables commanders to understand the

behavior of enemy tactics. In this context, a novel 3-D SMA is

proposed for TEWA that clearly indicates the usefulness of

new variables identified in the model. It is worth mentioning

Figure 5 Damage asset comparison.
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that existing literature on TEWA lack this information and

therefore open very interesting research problem that we

tackled through our proposed algorithm. Thus, our model has

made an important contribution in making existing system

more effective and efficient. We further believe that at most

occasions, research done on TEWA has emphasized on known

threat types with less focus on real warfare scenario that is a

challenging task. In warfare situations, where sensors play a

vital role in threat identification, there are several other

parameters to evaluate the threats. In this study, we designed

and implemented an efficient real time TE and WA system

based on knowledge-base system and 3-D SMA. The knowl-

edge-base is intelligently updated based on result of weapon

assignment and 3-D SMA encompasses the parameters that are

essential for aerial threats. To check the validation of the

proposed model, we performed simulations using real-time

AD scenarios and observed the outcomes. Moreover, we

performed comparison of our proposed approach with existing

ones. The results show the accuracy, correctness, minimum

errors and reliability in the proposed system. Hence, it can be

stated that this system will bring a significant contribution in

this field.
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